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Emotional biosensing is rising in daily life: Data and categories claim to know how people feel and suggest 
what they should do about it, while CSCW explores new biosensing possibilities. Prevalent approaches to 
emotional biosensing are too limited, focusing on the individual, optimization, and normative 
categorization. Conceptual shifts can help explore alternatives: toward materiality, from representation 
toward performativity, inter-action to intra-action, shifting biopolitics, and shifting affect/desire. We 
contribute (1) synthesizing wide-ranging conceptual lenses, providing analysis connecting them to 
emotional biosensing design, (2) analyzing selected design exemplars to apply these lenses to design 
research, and (3) offering our own recommendations for designers and design researchers. In particular we 
suggest humility in knowledge claims with emotional biosensing, prioritizing care and affirmation over self-
improvement, and exploring alternative desires. We call for critically questioning and generatively re-
imagining the role of data in configuring sensing, feeling, ‘the good life,’ and everyday experience. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Fig. 1. Leaf Urban, Spire, and Microsoft Band (from left) promote: “Elegance matters. Health even more” [158]. “Give the 
gift of calm” for Valentine’s Day [51]. “Live healthier and achieve more” [159]. These advertisements shape our desires 
toward a particular normative vision of the good life. How can emotional biosensing support alternative ways of living 

and feeling? 
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Biosensing technologies track many aspects of daily life, including emotions, in sometimes 
unexpected ways. For example, video surveillance can be used to ‘detect’ percentages of joy, 
contempt, or anger [160], ‘hostile intent’ threats at airports [161], or heartrate [99]. Heartrate can 
be linked to stress [87] or future involvement in violent crime [71]. Mobile phone and Instagram 
data can be linked to depression diagnoses [19,105]. Abilify, a new medication for depression, 
bipolar, and schizophrenia, tracks whether patients ingest it to ensure compliance [156,162]. It is 
difficult to know or manage how we will be categorized from the seemingly innocuous data we 
give off by appearing on surveillance cameras or using a mobile phone, or how these correlative 
categorizations might masquerade as authoritative predictive insights. 
For those of us not (yet) categorized as ‘crazy’ or ‘criminal,’ or those deemed ‘healthy,’ consumer 
products urge self-improvement via algorithmically generated behavioral adjustments [113]. 
Microsoft Band promises, “This device can know me better than I know myself, and can help me 
be a better human” [154:2], with “actionable insights” to help “live healthier and achieve more” 
[163:2]. Wristband sensor Feel claims to be the “world’s first emotion sensor and well-being 
advisor” [164]. Clip-on breath monitor Spire offers to help “gift wrap peace of mind this 
Christmas” [50], reducing stress and improving mindfulness [165]. Certainly we all need help 
emotionally sometimes, and these technologies may help some people. Yet, these devices 
illustrate a prevalent approach to emotional biosensing that is far too limited. 
In “Fitter, Happier, More Productive: What to Ask of a Data-Driven Life,” Elsden et al. question 
the normative values of helping individuals be fitter, happier, and more productive. They argue 
that prevalent approaches to self-tracking are too limited. They call for broadening the design 
space to explore, “moving beyond an individual, trajectories and temporalities, and alternative 
representations of data” [31:46]. Focusing on emotional biosensing, this paper builds on these 
questions and helps broaden the design space by locating emotion beyond the individual, 
exploring alternative material data displays, and highlighting epistemic tensions. 
CSCW challenges notions of individualism with its longstanding focus on collaboration, 
alongside a growing body of design research and art exploring such questions. Sharing and 
interpreting biosensory data, Slovák et al. studied social connection [125,126], Snyder et al. 
combined pair’s data into a single display [127], Elsden et al. explored social performance [30] 
and memorabilia [29], Merrill and Cheshire investigated trust [89], and Kaziunas et al. [64] and 
Pina et al. [103] studied emotional aspects of family health tracking. Unfit Bits challenge step 
counts [14], plenty of work supports personal and social reflection [58,91,110,111,128] or social 
sharing in video or fashion [33,118,139,147], and somaesthetic design attunes bodies to sensing 
themselves [56]. Still more work explores immersive meditation [140], emotional meaning 
making and performativity [73,74,143], privacy [150], mindfulness [2], design fictions of BCI APIs 
and labor [149], or relationality [83,93] with biosensing. 
We reflect on industry zeitgeist and draw from ongoing alternative explorations to outline how 
prevalent approaches with emotional biosensing are too limited: They promote individuality and 
optimization, and claim data can capture and represent emotion extracted from context. We 
leverage strands of critique from design research, feminist new materialisms, and (post-) 
biopolitics to suggest generative alternative approaches for design researchers. 
How we approach emotional biosensing has intrinsic consequences for vital ethical and political 
questions and shifts [107]. What are or will be “the actors and authority involved in the 
production of ‘self’-knowledge” [55:2], who is granted the authority to speak what truth, and 
what ways of knowing the self are considered valid? With self-tracking, “At stake are the very 
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lenses we use to see ourselves and others” [97:10]. With emotional biosensing in particular, at 
stake are ways of feeling and the emotional experience of everyday life. 
Our contribution prioritizes open-ended generativity. We do not propose a new research agenda 
or ethical guidelines for emotional biosensing. Instead, we (1) curate and synthesize a set of wide-
ranging conceptual lenses, and unpack how these can shift design research with emotional 
biosensing. (2) We select and analyze design exemplars to concretize concepts. (3) Throughout 
we offer reflections and recommendations for emotional biosensing design. In particular we call 
for humility in emotional knowledge claims, prioritizing care and affirmation over self-
improvement, and exploring alternative desires. In the spirit of Law’s reflections on method and 
messiness [72], we put these lenses into conversation without flattening messiness to 
acknowledge the complexity of affect, feeling, and emotion, and reflect on how each lens crafts 
reality slightly differently. Rather than providing answers, we wend pathways for asking: 
How can emotional biosensing be reconfigured away from commodity lifestyle and self-optimization 
toward alternative ways of feeling and living? 

2  CURRENT APPROACHES ARE TOO LIMITED 

 

Fig. 2. Consumer products Feel [164], Moodmetric [157], and Spire [166] (from left) provide categorical, quantitative, and 
comparative representations of emotion and suggest behavioral adjustments. They emphasize particular ways of 

knowing emotion and the self, locating emotion at the level of the individual and valuing scientific objectivity as a means 
of knowing the self. We argue that Feel’s discrete emotional categories (e.g., joyful, sad, content, distressed) flatten 

richness and complexity of feeling while ignoring context, and its Mood Booster exercises suggest we should desire an 
‘upward’ trajectory. Moodmetric’s scale from 0 to 100 also flattens mood along a single axis. Considering context, how 
might Spire’s suggestion of a “quick breathing exercise” be received during a hectic morning vs. a family emergency? 

Here we outline how emotional biosensing products are too limited in their emphasis on the 
decontextualized individual, workplace productivity, and data as an authoritative way of 
knowing. These limitations are opportunities to explore alternatives. 

2.1 Prevalent Current Approaches 
Affective Computing quantifies emotion into discrete categories based on patterns of 
participants’ physiological signals. As an overly simplistic example, if most participants respond 
to a calming experimental stimulus like gentle ocean waves with a particular pattern of 
physiological signals, then this pattern is associated with calm. Experiments often include 
participant self-report of emotion as a kind of ‘ground truth’ to validate results, but the eventual 
goal is often framed as ‘accurately’ ‘detecting’ or ‘predicting’ emotions in daily life without 
needing self-report. Some claim this can provide more ‘natural’ experiences with technology or 
even detect deception. The goal is often to find generalizable categories of emotion that are 
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universal and transcend sociocultural context [18]. Yet, methods not only describe but also help 
craft reality [72]. Affective Computing creates the categories it seeks and reifies particular 
approaches to emotion that influence industry and enthusiast emotional biosensing. 
Drawing from Affective Computing, consumer and enterprise products quantify emotion into 
standardized categories used to offer behavioral suggestions for self-improvement and workplace 
productivity. Feel, Spire, Oura, Moodmetric, and Leaf Urban track physiological signals (e.g., skin 
conductance, breath, EEG) to produce quantitative or categorical representations of emotion, and 
suggest behavioral adjustments for emotional wellness like reducing stress and improving 
productivity [158,165,167–169]. Affectiva uses facial video analysis to produce percentage 
representations of discrete categories like anger, fear, and joy, to help advertisers and developers 
make products more appealing [160]. Humanyze offers workplace tracking of “objective, 
complete data” like employee chat messages and meeting durations to “improve productivity, 
cost-savings, and employee satisfaction using the proven science of our people analytics 
platform” [170]. Muse Lowdown Focus uses EEG to help improve cognitive performance [171]. 
These products put Affective Computing into practice, claiming scientific authority for their 
insights and suggestions about everyday emotional experience. 
Enthusiast practices also use quantification and behavior change for self-improvement and 
productivity, but with more individual flexibility on what to measure, what it means, and what to 
do about it. Self-described ‘biohackers’ track mood, heartrate, steps, etc. They seek behavioral 
adjustments in diet, lifestyle, and medication to improve professional performance, health, and 
wellbeing (e.g., [151,152]). Quantified Self enthusiasts also self-track mood in often creative and 
reflective ways (e.g., [172]). They often manually record data, offering flexibility and reflexivity 
in measurement and meaning making. Quantified Self may be a form of “soft resistance” against 
“dominant practices of firms and institutionalized scientific production” [96:1784], and a way to 
resist social norms [121]. Broadly, these practices emphasize self-knowledge and self-
improvement via individual data tracking, data analysis, and behavior change. While commercial 
products provide an intended use case or kind of desirable behavior change, biohackers and 
Quantified Selfers usually decide for themselves what to track and what to do about it. 
Of course, there are many practices of emotional biosensing not discussed here. We focus 
specifically on these practices because they align with a prevalent cultural imagination around 
data, where data is framed as having the authority to deliver promising insights. Reflexively, we 
as authors are especially attuned to Silicon Valley cultural imagination due to our location. 

2.2 Potential and Limitations 
There is positive potential in these approaches. For example, Feel executives hope their product 
will destigmatize mental health issues and make therapy more affordable [135]. For some, Spire 
does help manage stress throughout daily life as an alternative to medication [165]. Bio-hackers 
and Quantified Self enthusiasts share stories of how their practices have greatly helped them 
(e.g., [151,152,172]). Our critique is to call out what these approaches normalize or promote, 
outlining those as limitations to seek alternative approaches. While acknowledging that users 
may adapt products to their own purposes, our critique focuses on the approaches put forth by 
product companies, because these marketing materials influence our social and cultural 
imagination about what emotional biosensing can and should do. 
These devices and practices focus on the individual as the site of sensing and behavior change. 
An individual focus on wellness can distract from and normalize structural issues, like stress due 
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to race, poverty, or gender discrimination, as outlined by Lupton and others [3,44,45,45,82]. These 
devices and practices join a broader biomedical move around risk and responsibility: Health is 
framed as constantly at risk, and it is the individual’s responsibility to mitigate risk. One should 
seek a normative ‘good life’ via informed decisions and individual behavior changes relying on 
data [27,28,106,108,113,114,131]. Self-tracking products frame wellness as never-ending self-
optimization, promote the “commodification of daily living,” and “give far too much power to 
those who decide what is worth measuring and who measures up” [97:6–7]. 
A focus on workplace productivity, and health for the sake of work, is prevalent. Employers are 
beginning to push for tracking workplace and fitness activities with the aim of increasing 
productivity and reducing insurance costs. Some insurance programs reward ‘healthy’ behavior 
as determined by Fitbit [7]. In the U.S., West Virginia teachers went on strike partly in response 
to insurance changes requiring fitness activities as tracked by Fitbit and other means [11,37]. Big 
Health offers sleep tracking and apps for improving mental health; while acknowledging 
potential benefits, this is marketed as a way employers can reduce health insurance costs [173]. 
Even mindfulness gets framed as a tool for improved productivity and reduced stress [2]. 
These devices emphasize particular ways of knowing emotion and the self. Many devices treat 
emotion as something that can be put into discrete categories that transcend context, neglecting 
the socioculturally situated nature of emotion [10]. Cultural and new media scholar Hong 
describes how these technologies promote particular ways of knowing: “the idea that machines 
will know us better than we know ourselves, a kind of ‘knowing’ that embraces modernity’s 
epistemic virtues of accuracy and objectivity” [55:2]. This points to opportunities for emotional 
biosensing to support other ways of knowing and other values. 

3 SEEKING ALTERNATIVES VIA THEORY 
Theory can help explore alternatives, not by presenting explicit design directives, but rather by 
helping see things through different lenses and suggesting different areas of focus. Critically 
oriented work seeks to question and reimagine our everyday interactions, often drawing from 
theory. These approaches may not lead to solutions immediately, but they offer better 
understanding of the problem space. These approaches embrace critique as opportunity for 
further research [39,102]. Our strategy for critique draws from Nafus quoting Latour in her 
introduction to Quantified: Biosensing Technologies in Everyday Life [95]: The critic can be “not 
the one who lifts the rug from under the feet of the naïve believers, but the one who offers the 
participants arenas in which to gather” [70:246]. We offer ‘arenas’ by grouping together different 
theories and projects and putting them in conversation with one another. The selection of 
theories and projects stems from our own design research with emotional biosensing. These are 
the lenses that are especially generative for our own work. These are the design exemplars we 
find useful for discussing these lenses with interdisciplinary groups of biosensing researchers. 
The theories presented here speak to one another but do not reach perfect consensus. They are 
presented as separate, but different boundaries could be drawn. Instead of a cohesive summary of 
relevant theories, we sketch an (artificially linear) series of conceptual moves that suggest 
generative directions for a growing, dynamic design space. Reflecting on how these theories have 
informed particular design exemplars makes this engagement with theory more concrete. 
Reflexively acknowledging shortcomings or enduring tensions of these designs generates 
opportunities for further exploration. Methods and theoretical lenses are intertwined, and as Law 
argues they not only describe reality but also help craft reality [72]. With alternative lenses 
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CSCW design researchers can craft alternative realities for emotional biosensing, ways of feeling, 
and ways of knowing and configuring the self and social relationships. 

3.1 Affect, Feeling, and Emotion 
How do we define affect, feeling, and emotion in the first place? These definitions influence 
emotional biosensing designs. For example, distinguishing affect, feeling, and emotion suggests 
designing for more affective embodied experience, personal interpretation of feelings, or social 
interpretation of emotions. To explore alternatives with emotional biosensing, we consider how 
affect, feelings, and emotion have been distinguished in different fields (e.g., [6,65,68,100]). 
One view from media and cultural studies outlines a progression: Affect is seen as pre-cognitive 
or more embodied, before conscious identification by the person experiencing it. These can 
become feelings when consciously recognized by the person. These can become emotions when 
mapped to words or concepts that are culturally recognizable by others [123].  
Psychology takes various approaches to understanding affect, feeling, and emotion: For instance, 
while social appraisal theory emphasizes the role of interpretation in orienting ourselves toward 
the world, processes like mimicry, contagion, and empathy focus more on “direct embodied” 
transfer without interpretation [100:6]. Design could draw inspiration from processes of mimicry 
or social synchronization of physiological signals (e.g., [126]). Drawing from psychology, 
Affective Computing “hope[s] to build computer systems that can automatically recognize 
emotion by recognizing patterns in these sensor signals” [49:1]. 
In sum, different distinctions rely on different framings of self, embodiment, and consciousness. 
Not taking a hard stance on these distinctions in this paper, we acknowledge the variety of 
distinctions at play in the variety of work related to biosensing, mood, feeling, affect, and 
emotion. This variety indicates not a lack of rigor, but rather is an expected outcome of drawing 
from a variety of disciplinary approaches to the complexity of human experience. 

3.2 From Digital to Material Data Representations 

 

Fig. 3. Material representations can invite different meaning-making associations and engagements with data. (from left) 
Devendorf et al.’s slow, subtle color-changing fabric data displays evoke personal style associations [24]. Ryokai et al.’s 
chocolate bar graphs represent moments of laughter as biosensory data, inviting celebration and cherishing [109,110]. 
Fox’s bioluminescent algae displays the viewer’s real time heartrate, creating an experience of cross-species connection 

[36]. How else can material representations invite different ways of engaging and knowing with biosensory data? 

One way of exploring alternatives with emotional biosensing is to reconsider the way this data is 
represented (e.g., [36,90,110,125,127]). Material displays of data invite particular engagements in 
particular sociocultural contexts, and can evoke different associations that can influence 
interpretation. Most emotional biosensory data displays show time series graphs, or logs of 
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emotional states over time, on digital light-emitting screens (e.g., [164,174–176]). Sometimes a 
more abstract animation is displayed on a screen such as a growing tree [153]. A digital time 
series graph supports seeking patterns over time, while material representations offer other kinds 
of interpretations. For example, Miller’s Conflict Sculptures represent family shouting incidents 
with playdough balls [90]; playdough could support kids rearranging, comparing, and analyzing 
the data. Showcase fashion uses LEDs, actuation, and fiber optics for expressive, dramatic 
biosensing garments (e.g., [4,34,38,48,118,119,147,148,177]). Data physicalization can support 
embodied interpretation [62]. 

Data is often treated as intangible, yet we only ever encounter it in material form, whether as a 
graph on a light-emitting screen or on paper. Digital 0s and 1s are fuzzy abstractions used to 
describe physical electrical properties. Vallgårda et al. introduce computational composites and 
material strategies for combining computational and material properties for interaction design 
[136,137]. Latour frames data not as a given but rather as an achievement, something actively 
constructed and transformed from each material representation to the next [69]. Dourish and 
Mazmanian [26] describe how the materials used to present data—whether as a log of discrete 
emotional categories on a light-emitting mobile phone screen [164], or playdough balls [90]—
“shape the questions that can be easily asked of it, the kinds of manipulations and analyses it 
supports, and how it can be used to understand the world” [26:8]. 

For design researchers engaging materials with emotional biosensing, we highlight Giaccardi and 
Karana’s framework of materials experience. They outline sensorial, interpretive, affective, and 
performative levels of experience with materials [41]. We apply this to analyze a design exemplar, 
Ryokai et al.’s chocolate laughter representations (Fig. 3) [109,110]. Sensorially chocolate can 
evoke pleasure, representing the pleasure of (most) laughter. Interpretively the chocolate shapes 
enable counts and comparisons of moments of laughter. Affectively the box of chocolates 
culturally suggests a special gift, commemorating moments of shared laughter. Performatively it 
suggests giving the gift and sharing the memories. On multiple levels, then, chocolate is a 
sensible choice for designing with the emotional biosensory data of laughter. 

3.2.1 Recommendations. At a higher level, we call for design researchers working with 
emotional biosensing to engage materials because doing so invites attunement to 
specificity and embodiment. Affect, feeling, and emotion are embodied and situated in 
particular social and cultural contexts. This makes data physicalization a sensible choice because 
it can support embodied interpretation. Materials can make themselves present in a specific 
context, encouraging contextually situated interpretation. Physical artifacts are laden with social 
and cultural meanings that designers can leverage to craft particular avenues of open-ended 
interpretation. Materials can refer back to the context and process of their creation. In 
experiencing a crafted artifact we might wonder whose stories and whose bodies are wrapped up 
in its creation leading up to our own embodied engagement. Yet, already we are breaking our 
own categories and pointing to how materials have agency (Section 3.5) and become part of 
social performances (Section 3.3, 3.4). 
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3.3 From Representation to Performativity 

 

Fig. 4. Beyond representing biosensory data, biosensing technology, garments in these cases, can both sense and help 
enact performances of emotion. (From left) Farahi’s Opale uses video-based emotional facial analysis to expressively alter 

the garment, in this case sensing and expressing strength or aggression [34]. Gadani’s Porcupine Dress senses the 
emotionally pertinent movement of hunching over in fear or self-defense, extending quills in response [38]. Hartman et 

al.’s Monarch uses EMG sensors on the arm to create an expressive gesture of flexing and taking up more space [48,155]. 
What might more everyday expressions of and performances with emotional biosensory data look like? 

In tandem with materiality, CSCW has seen a broad shift from representation toward 
performativity. Instead of claiming that data capture reality and data displays represent or mirror 
reality, an alternative is to frame data and data displays as material responses to reality. These 
responses are shaped by data, humans, and materials and in turn they also shape reality [8]. For 
example, Leahu et al.’s Freaky performs fear instead of just representing it. It senses heartrate to 
predict fear in the person carrying it, then responds by ‘freaking out’ with noise and vibration 
that are clearly visible to others. Rather than attempting to represent the human’s state, Freaky 
enacts an empathetic response, creating a shared human-machine performance of fear [74]. Flex-
N-Feel senses and re-enacts emotionally pertinent data about hand flexing for long distance 
couples [124]. Performative engagements with biosensory data call attention to different aspects 
of data and context, such as the performative, embodied, and socially emergent nature of 
emotion. Similarly, AI and Ubicomp have discussed moving away from attempts to completely 
represent reality toward ad-hoc, situated representations and actions [75,130]. 
Sensing and display are not passive, neutral, or removed acts of observation; rather, they actively 
re-shape the world and experience. Verbeek describes this as technological mediation: “When a 
technological artifact is used, it facilitates people’s involvement with reality, and in doing so it 
co-shapes how humans can be present in their world and their world for them… Technological 
artifacts are not neutral intermediaries, but actively co-shape people’s being in the world: their 
perceptions and actions, experience and existence” [138:6]. 
Somaesthetic design leverages sensing and feedback as technological mediators to attune bodies to 
sensing themselves and help people articulate nuances of their ongoing experience [56]. The 
somatic connoisseur is an important human mediator who facilitates sessions in paying attention 
and bringing insights out of that into daily life [112]. Wilde, Schiphorst, and Klooster describe 
applying somatic principles throughout the design process of participatory biosensing 
installations [112,144,145]. These practices are just a few of many ways of knowing the self and 
emotion through the body, through movement, and with expert guidance—all appearing in sharp 
relief against the current moment favoring ‘objective’ data-driven insight. 
For designers of more everyday experiences, performativity calls attention to ongoing practices 
rather than static states of context or emotion. Kuijer and Giaccardi describe how human and 
artificial agents combine in practice to shift what is seen as appropriate practice. Rather than 
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designing ‘smart’ agents that try to replicate human capabilities and replace human decisions, 
they call for nonhuman agents that complement the unique capabilities of humans in 
collaborative co-performance [67]. 
3.3.1 Recommendations. Applying co-performance to emotional biosensing, we suggest 
embracing and leveraging capabilities of many humans to interpret their own and others’ feelings 
and emotion in context. Instead of training algorithms to categorize emotion, emotional 
biosensing can provide resources for reflection, prompts for social sharing, or guides 
that leave space open for human adaptation, as many cited examples already do. More 
broadly, synthesizing these rich strands of research, we argue designs with emotional biosensing 
should treat affect, feeling, and emotion as embodied, dynamic, and fluid rather than 
abstract, static, discrete categories. Emotional biosensing designs do not represent emotion, 
they respond to and influence ongoing performances of emotion.  
3.3.2 In relation to other lenses. With performativity, materiality is no less important, as 
performances unfold through bodies, materials, time, and space. Post-anthropocentric moves in 
design research emphasize the agency of materials, collaborating with humans in creating forms, 
such as with 3D printing [23,25]. Performativity and materiality can attune us as design 
researchers to similar aspects of biosensory data and display, but with a slightly different focus. 
For example, revisiting the chocolate laughter representations [109,110] (Section 3.2, Figure 3), 
materiality as a lens emphasizes the tangible qualities of the chocolates. One can compare the 
heights of different pieces of chocolate or associate the pleasurable taste of chocolate with the 
pleasurable memory of the laughter. Performativity as a lens emphasizes the practices 
surrounding the chocolate, such as gift-giving. Of course there is overlap here. Both materials 
and performances can evoke meaning-making associations or invite particular kinds of 
engagement or practices. Material or artificial agencies can shape the development of appropriate 
ways of feeling and expressing emotion, individually and as part of social performance (Section 
3.4). Designers working with emotional biosensing should leverage sensing and display to enact 
active, adaptable choices that reshape emotional experience. 

3.4 From Machines Knowing to Humans Interpreting, Individually and Socially 
Reflective design calls for foregrounding the role of human interpretation in meaning making 
[115,117]. Rather than emotional biosensing devices that try to tell people how they are feeling in 
terms of discrete emotional categories extracted from context, emotional biosensing devices can 
invite people to reflect on their own feelings. Rather than seeking to build computational systems 
that provide unambiguous machine-driven interpretations of emotional states, ambiguity is 
leveraged as a resource that encourages people to take a more active role in interpretation [40]. 
Self-tracking technologies can in some sense delegate responsibility for self-knowledge away 
from the self to devices, as machines claim to ‘know’ more and more aspects of our daily lives 
[113]. Alternatively, there is an opportunity for emotional biosensing to encourage humans to 
take a more active role in emotional meaning making and self-knowledge. 
In a performative move, Boehner et al. critique Affective Computing’s representationalist 
approach to emotion [9]. They argue that much Affective Computing research treats affect-as-
information, something that can be measured by sensors and algorithmically interpreted into 
discrete categorical representations of emotion. Sensors and algorithms are used to detect and 
categorize emotions into discrete symbolic categories like “happy,” “angry,” “sad,” etc. They 
measure emotion on the level of the individual. “Happy” in one context is modeled as equivalent 
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to “happy” in any other context. This approach treats emotions as pre-existing in individuals and 
able to be algorithmically detected independent of context [10]. For example, present day self-
trackers Feel [164] and Spire [175] arguably treat affect-as-information: Both encode the user’s 
internal state into discrete individual categories regardless of sociocultural context, displaying 
states such as “happiness” (Feel) or “calm” (Spire). Boehner et al. critique such approaches for 
reinforcing older models of cognition and ignoring the socioculturally constructed and 
performative nature of emotion [10]. 

                                                 

Fig. 5. Boehner et al. describe how affect-as-information treats emotion like any other kind of computational state or 
variable. Sensors and algorithms are used to ‘detect’ discrete categorical emotions like “happy” or “stressed,” locating 
emotion in the individual. Context can be flattened here, where “happy” in one context is modeled the same way as 
happy in any other context. As an alternative, they propose affect-as-interaction, which treats emotions as emergent 

from interactions between people and contextually situated in interaction. Rather than teaching machines to detect and 
categorize feelings, the goal shifts to supporting emotional reflection and interpretation by humans [10]. Diagram is our 

own. 

They propose an alternative lens which treats affect-as-interaction, emphasizing how emotion is 
situated in and arises from sociocultural context. This lens shifts the goal of affective systems 
away from algorithmic interpretation toward supporting human interpretation of (their own and 
others’) emotion in context. With affect-as-interaction, sensors, algorithms, and displays provide 
open-ended resources for emotional reflection and enactment. Emotion is not directly 
represented ‘in’ the machine but emerges through interaction [10]. 
Affect-as-interaction has already seen uptake in design. Affector used abstract distortions of 
video feed to prompt open ended emotional interpretation [116]. Sanches et al. intentionally 
avoided ‘detecting’ stress, instead using abstract visuals to prompt interpretation [111]. Slovák et 
al. studied couples’ interpretations of a laptop heartrate display, finding the display was seen to 
provide a sense of social connection [125]. Howell et al. studied how pairs of friends, having a 
conversation while wearing thermochromic t-shirt displays of their skin conductance, enrolled 
the display in social meaning-making and self-presentation [57]. At a speed dating event, 
participants introduced themselves using hand-drawn graphs of their data [30]. These projects 
mark a shift away from attempts by machines to ‘know’ emotions as discrete categories, toward 
re-introducing biosensory data into social contexts for human interpretation. 
Höök et al. extend affect-as-interaction into affective loop experiences with considerations for 
embodiment, privacy, and autonomy. They emphasize the embodied nature of perception, mind, 
and emotion, and call for affective loops that not only present emotionally pertinent displays but 
also invite user reflection and active feedback into the system. For example, Affective Diary 
combined personal notes and sensor data into a resource for personal reflection with 
visualizations that suggest affective bodily expressions [128]. EMoto used expressive gestural 
input to add emotional yet abstract visual cues to text messages [32]. Relying on humans rather 
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than machines to form emotional meaning gives users more autonomy and more privacy in 
deciding how they feel, and how or what to share with others. 
Affect-as-interaction also informs social science. Merrill and Cheshire studied social 
interpretations of heartrate in vignette [88] and trust game [89] experiments. Combining 
quantitative and qualitative results, the interactional lens supports both rigor and common sense 
in their analysis, as they discuss how people formed emotional interpretations around heartrate 
while drawing on social context. Liu et al.’s studies, of people interpreting another’s brainwaves 
or of socially sharing heartrate, also consider how biosensory data displays can take on social 
meaning [79,80]. For social science as well as design research, an interactional lens for emotional 
biosensing shifts attention to social context and human interpretation. 
3.4.1 Recommendations. We call for humility in the emotional knowledge claims made by 
machines with emotional biosensing, leaving more open to contextual interpretation, 
adaptation, and contestation by humans. This is easier said than done, as even a highly 
ambiguous and intentionally inaccurate display can be granted a concerning degree of authority 
by some [58]. Designing not just for personal and social reflection and interpretation but also for 
contestability [53] merits further exploration. Hirsch et al. propose contestability based on their 
work designing a machine learning system for the highly sensitive context of assessing 
psychotherapists, where therapists’ careers and patients’ wellbeing are at stake [53]. Emotional 
biosensing can produce sensitive data suggesting users are emotionally unwell or have a 
recognized condition (e.g., inferring depression from mobile phone movement data [19]). Given 
that such inferences may or may not be accurate, and given that different interventions might 
work better for different people, being able to contest such inferences becomes essential. 
3.4.2 In relation to other lenses. Thus far we have seen how materials (including our bodies), 
performativity, and sociality are all tangled up with affect, feeling, and emotion. Materials invite 
different ways of engaging with emotional biosensory data and evoke different kinds of 
emotional meaning. Performativity calls our attention to emotion as embodied experience and 
ongoing (inter)personal activity, where even data displays become part of this performance. 
Considering sociality attunes us to emotion as socioculturally situated, performed, and 
interpreted, rather than treating emotion as discrete abstract categories. We synthesized this rich 
history of prior design research and called forth generative new directions for further exploration 
for emotional biosensory designs in particular. 
Our next and final three conceptual shifts draw from feminist new materialism, biopolitics, and 
cultural theory. The rich histories here come from a little further afield relative to design 
research. We contribute to ongoing pathmaking efforts showing how these lenses are generative 
for design research, especially for emotional biosensing. 

3.5 From Things to Phenomena, or, from Inter-Action to Intra-Action 
Taking materiality and performativity further, Barad argues for a shift from thinking about 
interaction to intra-action with her theory of agential realism. We apply this to emotional 
biosensing, deconstructing typical notions of sensor, data, and display, and reconceptualizing 
these as ongoing series of material transformations. Agential realism centers phenomena (which 
are performed) rather than things (which are represented). Though her argument draws from 
Bohrian quantum physics to make fundamental onto-ethico-epistemological claims, here we 
focus on how it reframes thinking about emotional biosensing. 
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3.5.1 What is agential realism? While actor-network theory acknowledges the agency of things 
as well as people (e.g., [17,63]), Barad’s agential realism accounts for material agency while 
dismantling the presupposed divide between individual things or people. While interaction 
assumes separate things (including people) as a given and then looks at actions across this 
separation, intra-action acknowledges the fundamentally entangled nature of matter, including 
our bodies with the environment. This suggests attending to phenomena, not things or individual 
people, as the basic unit of analysis. Within phenomena, agential cuts enact local separations that 
define components. We can then reason about these components as the ‘subject’ or ‘object’ of a 
relation, or as ‘cause’ and ‘effect.’ 

 

Fig. 6. Where is the data in this entangled sensing and display phenomenon? Barad’s agential realism [5] reframes the 
act of measurement, and the resultant data, as a series of material transformations. Environment and social context 

influence a pair of friends at lunch, influencing his emotions and body, influencing a skin conductance sensor, sending 
electrical signals to a microcontroller, discretized into a digital sensor value, run through a low pass filter to detect spikes, 

sending battery power to the threads, changing color one by one, seen and socially interpreted by the friends at lunch 
[58]. 

3.5.2 Reframing emotional biosensing. We outline how agential realism can profoundly shift how 
we think about biosensing. Biosensory data is co-created by phenomena of intra-acting body, 
responsive circuitry, electrical signals, and digital signals. These components are locally separable 
via agential cuts, but they are also inextricably interconnected as phenomena. This lens contrasts 
the conceptualization suggested by commercially available biosensing devices such as Feel or 
Spire [164,175]. There, biosensors are framed as extracting physiological signals as pre-existing 
entities from humans, and then further ‘detecting’ pre-existing categorical emotional states in 
humans. Agential realism deconstructs any canonical notion of data. It forces careful attention to 
intra-actions of measurement and transformation, ongoing responses and becomings of reality 
rather than attempts to representationally mirror lived experience. 
Socially as well as materially, agential realism shifts attention away from the individual toward 
interconnectedness. While many emotional biosensing devices invite a single user to interpret 
their own data, people often socially reflect on their feelings with friends and family. Aside from 
social verbal reflection, psychology studies how we also physically and emotionally respond to 
others without conscious or rational intention (e.g., [100]). Our feelings, meaning-making 
processes, and identities are not so inherently separate from one another. Drawing agential cuts 
invites us as designers to reconsider what we choose to treat as separate. 
3.5.3 A case in point. We analyze Howell et al.’s emotional biosensing garments Ripple [58] 
through the lens of agential realism (Figure 6). The design’s “multifaceted ambiguity” [58:5] 
makes it difficult to disentangle emotional biosensory data from other intra-acting factors. The 
clothing-based thermochromic display changes color in respond to digital biosensory data but 
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also in response to heat from the body or sunlight. Furthermore their skin conductance sensor 
and algorithm are “intentionally crude” [58:4] and also respond to sweating from physical 
exertion. Thus the design befuddles attempts to separate cause and effect, or data from display. 
These design decisions are explained as attempts to support contestability [53] (described further 
at the end of Section 3.4). Though it is perhaps remarkable that the system was interpretable at 
all, Howell et al. self-critically reflect that for some participants the display seemed to hold a 
concerning degree of authority [58] (we return to issues of authority in Section 3.7).  
Agential realism helps analyze Ripple as a series of material transformations along agential cuts. 
Physical and sociocultural environment intra-act with the body. Affect, feeling, and emotion 
intra-act with physical responses on the skin. These electrodermal changes intra-act with a 
sensor, transforming them into analog electrical signals along a wire. These signals are digitized 
into numeric sensor readings. These feed into a spike detection algorithm. In response to a spike, 
the algorithm sends current from a battery to the thermochromic threads. The current transforms 
across resistance into heat. The heat slowly transforms the light-reflecting properties of the 
thermochromic pigment. Light reflecting off the subtle color-changing threads reaches the eyes 
of the wearer and other socially collocated people. The display influences sociocultural 
interpretation and performance, influencing emotional response and feeding back again. This, or 
environmental heat or physical exertion could be part of other entangled phenomena. It is 
difficult to locate the ‘data’ in this system. Rather, we argue that Ripple treats emotional 
experience, sensing, data, and display as ongoing, entangled phenomena. 
3.5.4 Recommendations. Beyond this example, agential realism wends new pathways for design 
research with emotional biosensing. For example, Tholander et al. draw from agential realism in 
analyzing how materials shape design thinking [132]. We suggest using agential realism 
throughout the design process to attend to how materials shape meaning-making and 
to prompt reflexivity about which materials, roles, people, or categories are treated as 
separate in the first place. What if designers working with emotional biosensing 
stopped treating data as an inherently abstract, insight-laden ‘thing’ and instead turned 
their focus to phenomena of continually transforming materials and meaning? To make 
this shift, one useful starting point could be to apply the previously discussed lenses of 
materiality, performativity, and social interpretation specifically to the materials, practices, and 
social meanings of measurement and sensing. This can also lead to reconfiguring what counts as 
measurement and sensing. For example, smudges on a door from people’s hands can be seen as 
an accumulated material measure and display of passerby count or group activity level. 
Depending on context and subject position, this might be related to, for example, a stressful busy 
night in a restaurant kitchen or a joyful exciting celebration occurring at the restaurant. 
Not just a creative tactic, for designers especially agential realism presents an ethical imperative 
of “being accountable to marks on bodies” [5:824]. For example, Introna’s critical analysis of 
surveillance cameras and plagiarism ‘detection’ software provides a lucid, tractable engagement 
with agential realism. The analysis uses agential realism to trace agential cuts like roles and 
categories constructed in part by the surveillance camera technology. It also traces ethical 
consequences like how the software constructs ‘plagiarism’ in a way that disproportionately 
marks non-native language speakers as plagiarists [61]. Design is in some sense a process of 
formgiving and markmaking, and it is worth being critical of our own and others’ work by 
tracing the effects of these marks onto bodies. 
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3.5.5 In relation to other lenses. Overall, agential realism underscores the importance of 
materials, performativity, and social interpretation to emotional biosensing (Sections 3.2-3.4) 
while deepening critiques of Affective Computing. Affect-as-interaction [10] (Section 3.4) might 
seem to conflict with intra-action [5], but we see this as mostly a difference of nomenclature. 
Both concepts emphasize the inextricable interconnectedness of ourselves with the world, and 
shift the focus from attributes of an individual subject or object toward performances or 
phenomena as ongoing and emergent. We argue that biosensory data and surrounding 
emotional interpretations are fundamentally not discoveries of internal state that can 
be extracted and displayed unchanged. Rather, every measurement or transformation 
along an agential cut changes the potential meanings of emotional biosensing and 
enacts different marks on bodies. 

3.6 (Post-)Biopolitics: Reducing Authority and Leveraging Negative Affect as a 
Resource 

Now we turn to issues of authority to further engage political and ethical questions regarding 
emotional biosensing. Biopolitics considers what counts as legitimate knowledge and ways of 
knowing. Drawing from Rabinow and Rose, biopower considers “truth discourses” regarding 
human life, “authorities considered competent to speak that truth,” and strategies for life and 
health relating to those discourses, whether individual, governmental, or cultural [104:197]. 
Biopolitics refers to contestations around those discourses, authority, and what counts as 
legitimate knowledge [104]. Artifacts have politics and “can embody specific forms of power and 
authority” [146:121]. Many emotional biosensing devices play up their authority, promising 
consumers actionable insights and positive behavior changes (e.g., [154,163,164,168,169,175]). 
Hong calls for greater attention to “who–and what–is given which kinds of authority to speak 
the truth of the ‘self’” with self-tracking technologies [55:1]. 
Emotional surveillance via video facial analysis could spread via technologies like Affectiva [174] 
and Google Glass [134]. Using Google Glass as a case study, Noble outlines harms of the 
surveillance gaze across race, socioeconomics, and gender [98]. Buolamwini analyzes racial 
harms of the ‘coded gaze’ [15,16,178]. Foucault’s analysis of internalized self-discipline in view of 
an all-seeing authority [35] has been applied to self-tracking (e.g., [81,92,96,120,122]). Yet, Schüll 
describes how self-tracking devices that suggest behavioral adjustments in some sense externalize 
self-discipline [113]; others look to Schüll as well [122]. For example, responsibility to care for the 
self by drinking enough water can be delegated to Mother sensing technology [114,179]. Spire 
reminds one to pause for a breathing exercise to reduce stress [175]. Other devices remind people 
to exercise and sleep [180], eat slowly [181], or take their medicine [156,162]. Schüll suggests that 
in some ways the constant feedback and modulation based on information flows might resemble 
Deleuze’s control society [21,113]. Through this lens, emotional biosensing products can be seen 
as modulating our emotions according to feedback systems and algorithms created by designers 
and technologists. 
Lindtner and Avle discuss the economization of everyday life and of citizenship and critique 
CSCW’s complicity with Silicon Valley’s visions of individual self-improvement and productivity 
[78]. Till drawing from Lupton describes how self-tracking technologies extract economic value 
from non-work behavior like physical exercise in the form of data [133]. Emotional biosensory 
data is already being monetized (e.g., [174]). Rose describes how somatic ethics are shifting and 
influenced by capitalism. For example, concern for one’s physical health might have previously 
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seemed narcissistic but is now seen as an expected way to feel better, be morally better, and be a 
better worker [107]. We speculate, as emotional norms become embroiled in data and market 
logics, will negative affect be seen as a moral failure?  
3.6.1 Recommendations. Returning to co-performance (Section 3.3), Kuijer and Giaccardi raise 
essential ethical and political considerations for design in how artificial agents can shift norms of 
appropriate practice. They outline how these norms can be hard to contest because (i) the newly 
appropriate practice may depend on the nonhuman agent, (ii) artificial agents often claim the 
authority of scientific evidence, or (iii) designs can inflexibly embed decisions. When artificial 
agents are designed to too closely mimic human agents, designers often wield too much power in 
shaping norms of practice via embedded design decisions. To avoid these issues, co-performance 
leaves more flexibility in shaping practices open to humans [67]. 
Applying co-performance [67] to emotional biosensing, we call on designers to critically reflect on 
the emotional practices and norms suggested by designs. Machines need not model or ‘know’ 
emotion in the same way that humans do. Instead, avoiding authoritative knowledge claims 
about emotion can help designs make space for humans to adapt emotional experience and 
practices for themselves. Designing for co-performance [67] and contestability [53] with emotional 
biosensing might also open space for alternative politics and voices about the meanings and roles 
of biosensory data in daily life. For example, biosensing responsive garment Ripple was designed 
to “seem unauthoritative to invite critical questioning” [58:4]. With the touted authority of 
biosensory data, and known critiques of Western cultural narratives of the authority of data more 
broadly (e.g., [12,13,20,42,43,54,59,94]), perhaps biosensory data displays with intentionally 
reduced authority are worth exploring. We frame this as only the beginning to exploring: 
Instead of valorizing accuracy, objectivity, and data as authoritative ways of knowing 
with emotional biosensing, how can designs make space for alternatives?  
A design exemplar in affirming negative affect, Imhotep et al. created the Bank of Hysteria for 
black women to call in and share their frustration and hysteria to “invest in [their] rage” as a 
collective bank of support and force for change [52,60]. Negative affect is a valid response to 
societal issues. Designing a quick breathing exercise (e.g., Fig. 2) might legitimately reduce 
tension in the short term, but it is essential to not locate approaches to social issues only in the 
individual. An overly individual focus can marginalize someone’s experience by implying they 
are the only one experiencing this problem, or suggest they are solely responsible for dealing 
with the negative effects, and it can downplay the need for structural change. Instead, emotional 
biosensing designs can leverage negative affect as a resource for building community, 
support, and collective action. 
3.6.2 In relation to other lenses. Biopolitics in emotional biosensing design research engages 
performativity and social interpretation (Sections 3.3-3.4). Performativity and biopolitics 
combined help question and critique what practices emotional biosensing designs foreground, 
and who gets favored or excluded by those practices. Social interpretation and biopolitics help 
question and critique who gets to make social interpretations that are considered valid. 
 

3.7 From Affect to Desire, and from Individual to Pre-Individual 
Considering affect and desire through different lenses helps chart what goals emotional 
biosensory data is enrolled to serve and how that might be reimagined. These conceptual shifts 
invite questions like, instead of locating emotion in individuals, how might sensors tune in to 
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broader emotional flows through society? Some work has looked at collective audience response 
(e.g., [101,141]), but what are other possibilities? Instead of considering emotion as arising in 
a particular moment, what about tracing flows of desire motivating emotional 
trajectories? 
3.7.1 From affect to desire. At an individual level, affect can be seen as a response or orientation 
with regard to the social or material world (e.g., I feel angry at a rude comment, or I feel happy 
about the weather). Desire can also be seen as orienting oneself to the world, pointing toward a 
desired object, person, activity, or cultural signifier. Desires can carry different emotional 
valences like romantic attraction, professional ambition, or a desire to help a friend. Considering 
affect can call our attention to moments of action/reaction. Without claiming any firm causal 
relationship between affect and desire, considering desire can call our attention to underlying 
drives motivating affect and orienting actions/reactions. 
For emotional biosensing design, this could shift the focus from prompting reflection on the 
question, “How am I feeling?” to “What do I desire?” These questions are closely related but 
desires point to motivation (e.g., I feel angry at a rude comment because I desire respect). Rather 
than emotional biosensing designs imposing normative desires of self-improvement, 
users’ desires could point in more personally relevant directions. For example, desiring 
respect might be more related to social and structural issues than an individual need to improve, 
and anger could be productively shared as a resource (Section 3.7.3). 
3.7.2 From individual to pre-individual affect. While Affective Computing locates affect in 
individual bodies [18], and affect-as-interaction locates affect as emergent from culture and social 
interaction [10], treating affect as pre-individual helps consider structural forces shaping emotion 
and the self. For example, in Affective Economies Ahmed describes circulating affect around 
charged issues like terrorism and immigration and how people position themselves with regard 
to these issues [1]. Stewart’s poetic Ordinary Affects describes moments of surging affect arising 
from events or places; the individual subject is constructed by engaging with these pre-individual 
affects [129]. Massumi draws from Spinoza to describe affect as a kind of pre-personal intensity, 
something at the interface between our bodies and the world, in that moment of affecting and 
being affected. Once we start interpreting it to understand how we feel, or decide what socially 
recognizable emotions those feelings might be, something gets lost—affect is that noisy buzzing 
intensity before interpretation [86]. 
For emotional biosensing design, attending to pre-individual affect can, we argue, help consider 
broader societal issues and forces shaping emotion. For example, Kozel’s AffeXity [66] explores 
affect as flowing through the city and personally embodied through dance. Drawing from 
Spinoza, Massumi, and Ahmed’s approaches to affect, AffeXity explores how, “Urban dwellers 
are ever increasingly affectively manipulated by political and economic forces without the scope 
to not be affected” [66:77–78].  
3.7.3 From individual to pre-individual desire. Deleuze & Guattari see desire not in the Lacanian 
sense of an individual’s affinity toward an object of desire, but as pre-individual driving forces 
that move across and through individuals [22,77]. “Desire is instrumental for Deleuze and 
Guattari because they locate within it the possibility for political, social, and economic 
transformation” [77:365]. Yet, we also draw inspiration from Haraway’s earthy attunement to the 
desires of individual critters [46], and acknowledge potentially unresolved tensions between 
these approaches. Again, as designers we must sensitively treat individuals’ feelings and desires 
while also acknowledging structural forces. 
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Desire as pre-individual helps consider structural forces shaping desire. For example, the 
Situationists critiqued how capitalism directs our desires toward commodity goods, and sought 
instead to “produce a different kind of social practice for expressing the encounter of desire and 
necessity, outside of power as representation and desire as the commodity form” [142:47]. 
Through détournement they sought to reroute existing capitalist cultural media toward new 
purposes. More recently, Neff and Nafus among others describe the “commodification of daily 
living” through data [97:7]. Self-tracking products suggest we should desire individual self-
improvement via data-driven insight and behavioral adjustment. 
As designers working with emotional biosensing, we should critically reflect on the desires 
promoted by our projects. For example, emotional biosensing designs might tackle stress at work. 
A conventional approach could be to detect stress at the level of the individual and help reduce 
that stress through individual behavioral changes like taking breaks or meditation. This could 
address desires for reduced stress, improved workplace performance, and company profit. An 
alternative approach could be to leverage the negative affect of stress as a resource (Section 
3.6.1), collecting data on workplace stress for collective action like negotiating for better 
workplace conditions or more reasonable deadlines. This could address desires for reduced stress 
while challenging notions that workers should constantly strive to improve their performance 
and that company profit should be optimized. 
More broadly, how can design reroute normative societal desires of emotional biosensing 
toward alternative ends? One example is Queer AI [76,84,85], a manifesto and critical 
computing art project whose “first chatbot will be trained on erotic literature, feminist and queer 
theory, and an ethics of embodiment” for “the advancement of new eroticisms” [85]. Different 
training sets of emotional biosensory data could help shift design.  
3.7.4 Recommendations. Even as our projects try to serve the existing desires of users, they also 
construct desiring users [47]. As designers working with emotional biosensing, we should 
critically reflect on the desires our designs legitimize, and on the societal structures that 
make those desires seem appropriate. We can make designs adaptable so humans can shape 
norms. Furthermore we can start from different sets of norms and legitimize different 
desires. For engaging different desires, we suggest starting from a basic belief in the 
validity of our own and others’ experiences, even and especially when they do not align with 
established norms or our own expectations. Humility in emotional knowledge claims and 
adaptability in design (Section 3.4) can help designs respectfully engage difference. We suggest 
giving and receiving care and affirmation as desires to legitimize. These suggestions may 
seem obvious, but they contrast products pushing self-improvement, which can engage insecurity 
or suggest that one is not ‘good enough.’ Care, affirmation, respect, and recognition for human 
experience are promising generative design directions, especially for what is not well understood 
by normative categories or seen as optimal by normative desires. More broadly, we call for 
emotional biosensing designs to explore a wide range of alternative desires. By 
synthesizing and outlining different lenses, and advocating for already-begun but not-yet-
mainstream directions, we push CSCW to continue exploring emotional biosensing, broadening 
the design space to include richer alternatives. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
Emotional biosensing technologies promote a particular normative vision of ‘the good life’ 
limited by a focus on individual wellness, self-improvement, and workplace productivity. While 
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there is positive potential here, these limitations point to opportunities for broadening the design 
space with emotional biosensing. We sketched how a broad shift from abstract 
representationalism to sociomaterial performativity opens critical alternatives for emotional 
biosensing: (Section 3.2) Rather than treating data as something immaterial to be represented, 
attending to the materiality of data sensing and display opens new possibilities for interpretation 
and experience. (3.3) Building on interpretation and experience, treating sensing/display not as 
passive representations but as active performances or responses offers opportunities for social 
meaning making and experiential, expressive displays. Emotional biosensing designs should treat 
affect, feeling, and emotion as embodied, dynamic, and fluid rather than abstract, static, discrete 
categories. (3.4) Continuing this performative shift, reframing affect from a kind of abstract 
information to affect as socially enacted in interaction adds sociocultural nuance to emotional 
biosensing. We call for humility in the emotional knowledge claims made by design, leaving 
more open to human interpretation, adaptation, and contestation.  
(3.5) Shifting further to posthumanist performativity, we outline how agential realism can help 
emotional biosensing designs attend to how materials shape meaning-making and prompt 
reflexivity about which materials, people, or categories are assumed to be separate. Attending to 
biopolitics (3.6) calls for embracing a diversity of voices and ways of knowing with emotional 
biosensing. We suggest designs with intentionally reduced authority are worth exploring, and 
that emotional biosensing designs can leverage negative affect as a resource for building 
community, support, and collective action. (3.7) Finally, reframing affect and desire as pre-
individual, we call for emotional biosensing designers to critically reflect on the desires our 
designs legitimize, and on the societal structures that make those desires seem appropriate. We 
argue that emotional biosensory designs should prioritize care, affirmation, respect, and 
recognition over self-improvement. Designs can encourage people to trust themselves to be 
‘emotionally good/safe enough’ with room to explore and change rather than only seek self-
improvement according to predefined norms. More broadly, designs should explore a wide range 
of alternative desires with emotional biosensing. Finally, with the help of these conceptual shifts 
and our recommendations, we call for CSCW to continue exploring: 
How can desiring with and through data be reconfigured away from commodity lifestyle and self-
optimization toward alternative ways of feeling and living? 
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